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A Survey on Deliberation Functions for Autonomous Robots

• Collaboration with Dana Nau and Paolo Traverso
A Position Paper on Automated Planning and Acting
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Premises
‣ Planning is a deliberation function
‣ Main purpose of planning is acting

• Planning is valuable for other uses than acting
-

Design of tools, assembly, molecules permitting actions

-

Video games
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Motion planning in car design

[Kineo]
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Motion planning in enzyme design

[J.Cortes, LAAS]
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• Search problems: over-explored
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A typical textbook of the field
‣ Planing and Acting:
• Section 24.8
• 1.2 page / 630p.
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Critical view of current main stream

‣Automated Planning literature
‣Task planning in robotics: not the main deliberation bottleneck
• “Precond-Effects” actions: too abstract
too far from sensory-motor commands
• In robot platforms “Precond-Effects” actions
- Not available as plug-&-trigger executable primitives
- Will they be available in future robots ?
• Robot manufacturers focus on
- Programmable systems and ease of programming
- Not much on autonomous deliberation through planning
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Example of Warehouse automation

Kiva Systems
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Household robot factotum

Introduction: Robots, Interaction and Knowledge

[LAAS,
Toulouse]
Figure 1.3: Interacting with the robot in an everyday situation:
the human
asks for help
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Toulouse]
Figure 1.3: Interacting with the robot in an everyday situation:
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[IAS, T.U. Munich]
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Household robot factotum

‣ Mission
• Household services: pick, bring, maintain, sort, clean, cook
• Support users: help, remind, monitor
‣ Main features
• Wide variety of environments and tasks
Introduction: Robots, Interaction and Knowledge
• Complex interactions with users

[LAAS,
Toulouse]
Figure 1.3: Interacting with the robot in an everyday situation:
the human
asks for help

[IAS, T.U. Munich]
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Basic skills for a factotum robot
‣ Localize itself in the environment map
‣ Map the environment: extend or update the map
‣ Move to a target position
‣ Detect and avoid obstacle
‣ Identify and locate an item
‣ Grasp and ungrasp an item
‣ Push an item
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Basic skills for a factotum robot

(define (domain dwr)
‣ Localize itself in the environment map
(:requirements :strips :typing)
environment:
extend
or crane
updatecontainer)
the map
‣ Map the
(:types
location pile
robot
to a target position
‣ Move (:predicates
(adjacent
?l1
?l2
location)
(attached
?p
pile
?l
location)
‣ Detect and avoid obstacle
(belong ?k - crane ?l - location)
an item
‣ Identify and
(at locate
?r - robot
?l - location) (occupied ?l - location)
?r -an
robot
ungrasp
item?c - container) (unloaded ?r - robot)
‣ Grasp and(loaded
(holding
?k
crane
?c
container)
(empty
?k
crane)
‣ Push an item
(in ?c - container ?p - pile) (top ?c - container ?p - pile)
Can these skills
be circumscribed
primitives?
(on ?k1
- container ?k2as- “Precond-Effects”
container) )
(:action move
:parameters (?r - robot ?from ?to - location)
:precondition (and (adjacent ?from ?to)
(at ?r ?from) (not (occupied ?to)))
:e↵ect (and (at ?r ?to) (not (occupied ?from))
(occupied ?to) (not (at ?r ?from)) ))
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The operator requires the two locations to be adjacent3 and to have
space at destination only Basic
after making
origin
location free,
i.e.,
skillsthefor
a factotum
robot
t4 < t2 . Note that the precondition at(r, l)@[t1 , ts ) does not mean
Localize
itself inl the
environment
r is‣ not
at location
outside
of [t1 , tsmap
); it only requires it to be there
ng this
interval:
any tqe at(r,
l)@[⌧
⌧j ) in the
a temporal
database that
the environment:
extend
ori ,update
map
‣ Map
support
this
will not be a↵ected, at this point, by what is
to precondition
a target position
‣ Move
ed in the operator. Similarly, the precondition free(l0 )@[t2 , te ) does not
Detect
and
avoid
obstacle
‣
any requirement on the location l0 outside of the interval [t2 , te ), which
Identify
andpoint
locate
an item
ter ‣the
starting
of the
action. The constraints for the end points
he intervals
te , t1 < ts , t2 < te , te < t3 , and t4 < t5 .
andimplicit:
ungrasptsan<item
‣ Graspare
2

‣ Push an item

Can these skills be circumscribed as “Precond-Effects” primitives?
move(r, l, l0 )@[ts , te )
precond: at(r, l)@[t1 , ts ), free(l0 )@[t2 , te )
e↵ects: at(r, routes)@[ts , te )
at(r, l0 )@[te , t3 )
free(l)@[t4 , t5 )
const:
ts < t4 < t2 , adjacent(l, l0 )
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Why actor’s view not enough
addressed in planning
‣ Emphasis bias issue
• Planning: Choice and organization of actions
• Ingredients: Prediction + Search
• Precond-Effects models
- Focus on search
- Trivialized prediction
‣ Formalization issue
• Planning nicely formalized as mapping Domains → Plans
• Acting difficult to formalize
‣ Frontier issue
• Planning easily separated from sensory-motor functions
• “Acting” vs “Executing” more blurred frontier
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Outline
✓Motivations
‣ Deliberation functions

• Planning
• Refining
• Monitoring
• Perceiving
• Goal reasoning
• Learning
• Integration

‣ Research Challenges

• Representation
• Model acquisition &
Verification

• Synthesis
• Monitoring and Goal
reasoning

• Integration
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Actor’s deliberation functions
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Planning in Robotics
‣ Different types of actions
=> Different predictive models
=> Different planning problems and techniques

• Motion and manipulation planning
• Perception planning
• Navigation planning
• Communication planning
• Task planning
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• Motion and manipulation planning
• Perception planning
• Navigation planning
• Communication planning
• Task planning
➡Integration of planners with distinct state and action spaces
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Planning in Robotics
‣ Usual context
• Open, dynamic environment
• Interaction with users
• Online, interleaved with acting
‣ Desirable features
• Access to external domain knowledge
• Manage concurrency
• Reason on uncertainty
‣ Approaches
• Hierarchical
• Temporal
• Probabilistic
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• Open, dynamic environment
• Interaction with users
• Online, interleaved with acting
‣ Desirable features
• Access to external domain knowledge
• Manage concurrency
• Reason on uncertainty
‣ Approaches
• Hierarchical
ANML
• Temporal
• Probabilistic => Sparse probabilistic models

}
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Refining abstract steps into skills
• About 20 plan steps
• Over a hundred sensory-motor
commands
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20 abstract steps:
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What, When, Why

Refinement

100 s-m commands:
Operational models
Modus operandi
How
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Synthesis of skills achieving an action
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Approaches
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task-level robot control. In this case, these well-defined tasks
could be planned out explicitly, while the less structured
ones could be handled at a higher level with a different system. The first step in exploring this strategy was to create an
architecture for developing robust midlevel executives. Not
only should these executives be able to be controlled by
a higher level task-planning system, but they should also
be able to be built very rapidly for doing closed-loop
systems testing.
We began developing a Python application programming interface (API) based on hierarchical concurrent state
machines. We chose Python because of its shallow learning
curve and native ROS bindings. The library is called SMACH,
a contraction derived from “State MACHine” that is pronounced like “smash.” At its core, SMACH is a ROSindependent library that can be used not only to build hierarchical and concurrent state machines but also any other task-state
container that adheres to the provided interfaces. While the
SMACH core is a ROS-independent library, a considerable
amount has been written in the smach_ros package for communicating with ROS systems, such as topics, services, and
actionlib actions.
The core SMACH library is lightweight and, along with
logging and utility functions, provides two main interfaces:
State and Container.
SMACH States represent “states of execution,” each
with some set of potential outcomes. SMACH States implement a blocking execute() function, which runs until it
returns a given outcome.

Graph View
State Outcomes

Userdata of
Selected State

Active State

State Machine
Outcomes

[Smach (ROS)]

SMACH containers are collections of one or more states,
which implement some execution policy. The simplest such
execution policy is the StateMachine. A SMACH state
machine can be visualized as a state-flow diagram, where
nodes are states of execution (the robot doing something), and
edges represent transitions from one state to another state via a
given outcome. SMACH state machines are also States,
themselves, so they can be composed hierarchically. This means

25
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‣ Stochastic approaches (MDP, DBN/DDN, )
• Learned from experiences or from teaching

task-level robot control. In this case, these well-defined tasks
could be planned out explicitly, while the less structured
ones could be handled at a higher level with a different system. The first step in exploring this strategy was to create an
architecture for developing robust midlevel executives. Not
only should these executives be able to be controlled by
a higher level task-planning system, but they should also
be able to be built very rapidly for doing closed-loop
systems testing.
We began developing a Python application programming interface (API) based on hierarchical concurrent state
machines. We chose Python because of its shallow learning
curve and native ROS bindings. The library is called SMACH,
a contraction derived from “State MACHine” that is pronounced like “smash.” At its core, SMACH is a ROSindependent library that can be used not only to build hierarchical and concurrent state machines but also any other task-state
container that adheres to the provided interfaces. While the
SMACH core is a ROS-independent library, a considerable
amount has been written in the smach_ros package for communicating with ROS systems, such as topics, services, and
actionlib actions.
The core SMACH library is lightweight and, along with
logging and utility functions, provides two main interfaces:
State and Container.
SMACH States represent “states of execution,” each
with some set of potential outcomes. SMACH States implement a blocking execute() function, which runs until it
returns a given outcome.

Userdata of
Selected State

Graph View
State Outcomes

Active State

State Machine
Outcomes

[Smach (ROS)]

SMACH containers are collections of one or more states,
which implement some execution policy. The simplest such
execution policy is the StateMachine. A SMACH state
machine can be visualized as a state-flow diagram, where
nodes are states of execution (the robot doing something), and
edges represent transitions from one state to another state via a
given outcome. SMACH state machines
are also States,
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Refining abstract steps into skills

Descriptive models
Know-What

Operational models
Know-How

• Specification
• Synthesis
• Verification
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Monitoring
‣ Functions

• Survey actor’s predictions
in plans, skills and environment models

• Detect discrepancies = predictions - observations
• Explain and diagnose discrepancies
• Recover: trigger first reactions and repair actions
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Approaches
‣ Hand-written procedures to monitor applicability/maintenance
conditions
‣ Model-based supervision and diagnosis, e.g., DS1
more proprioceptive then exteroceptive
‣ Monitor plan invariants
‣ Synthesize additional invariants from extended planning problems
which guarantees the plan execution, e.g., TALPlan
‣ Model checking execution traces with LTL
‣ Constraint Based Automata + Control programs, e.g., RMPL
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Approaches
Knowledge
Representation
Planex

Search &
Algorithm

Link with other
Deliberative Functions

Triangular table
Qualitative model
Transition automata with
probabilities and costs

ITMS with conflict
directed best-first
search

Hierarchical constraintbased automata
Logical invariant

Reactive
programming
Logical satisfiability

[Fichtner et al., 2003]

Fluent Calculus

Prioritized non
monotonic default
logic

[Lamine and Kabanza, 2002]

Linear Temporal Logic

Delayed formula
progression

same technique used
for planning

[Petterssonetal.,2003]

Neural net

SKEMon

Description Logic &
Bayesian Belief

TALplanner

Temporal Action Logics

Formula progression

with planning and
observing

Livingstone
RMPL
[Fraser et al., 2005]

with planning and exec

with planning
with planning
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Observing
‣ Role

• Process signals needed in closed loop servoing
• Detect and structure environment features
Recognize, categorize,
Link signals to symbols: anchoring

• Recognize situations and plans in observed sequences of events
‣ Bottom-up to from signal to symbols
‣ Top-down to focus attention and trigger observation actions
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in only
the anchor
anchor is used to configure
may arise if several The
robotssignature
need to not
symbols internally the
but also
exchange
According
our framework4.4.
the anchoring
process
Anchoring
an indefinite descripti
vision
system,information
control the camera,
andtocontrol
among them and agree
a shared language. Comis performed in an intelligent embedded system that
the on
UAV.
mon agreement about the meaning of the symbols
a symbol system Σ and a perceptual sysIn the example shown in Fig. 5,comprises
the task of
the UAV
Our last example is intended to
used to refer to objects in the environment is also
tem Π (see Fig. 2). The symbol system manipulates
to follow acooperation.
specific carSome
that was individual
previouslysymbols,
anchored
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of the anchoring p
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human–robot
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Find
t0 twoto identical
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and makes
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predicates,
propertiesofofthe
theRoboCup 2002 com
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andlike
the‘red’,
other that assert
challenges”

Observing

‣ Anchoring problem
• Relate perceptual data and symbolic attribute corresponding to
the sameonephysical
object
traveling on the
bridge. The UAV is keeping unSony four-legged robot league. A So
der observation the car traveling along the road using
the Track functionality. At t1 this car disappears under
the bridge and the second car is almost in the position
in the image where the first one was expected to be.
The Track functionality has access to the symbolic
information about road topology and can therefore
recognize that this car cannot be the car previously
tracked. The Reacquire functionality is then invoked
in order to find again the tracked car. Reacquire uses
2000–06–14
high-level knowledge to infer the presence of the ocFig.bridge,
2. The ingredients
of anchoring
in ourvisible
framework.
α is the anchor.
cluding
and predict
the next
position
of

is in a soccer field and 10 identical bal
the field. The task is to score all the ba
is scored, it is removed from the field
With respect to anchoring, the prob
scribed as follows. The robot is given a
scription of a ball, for instance, ‘x : Ba
Any of the 10 balls is suitable for the
functionality selects the first ball to a
[Örebro
stance the
nearestUniv.]
one, and anchors the
The created anchor includes in its sig
tive position of this ball, which is used

• Track anchors overtime and refine/revise hypothesis
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Fig. 5. Anchoring a moving object. The followed car disappears under a bridge
and a similar
[Linköping
Univ.]car appears 34at its place

Perception Engine
F. Heintz et al. / Advanced Engineering Informatics 24 (2010) 14–26

‣ Comprehensive and coherent approach for observing

15

using the term knowledge processing
and systematic software framework
sensing and reasoning in a physical
edge processing middleware should
framework and an implementation
a wide variety of functionalities and
hat needs to flow between them. It
crementally process low-level sensor
view of the environment at increasentually providing information and
s natural to use in symbolic delibera-

‣ Data flow architecture
‣ Stream-based formalism
on perception processes:

• primitive, refinement,

configuration processes

• policies over processes,

he concept of knowledge processing
e particular instance called DyKnow.
ed stream-based knowledge processroviding both conceptual and practiknowledge processing system as a set
s on streams. Streams represent asfuture state of a system and its envided by a wide range of distributed
y levels of abstraction, while output
ing objects, attributes, relations, and

temporal constraints

‣ Integration to
planning and monitoring,
‣ Opens V&V perspectives

vating example scenario is presented.

Fig. 1. Incremental processing for the traffic surveillance task.

[Dyknow, Linköping U.]

regarding moving and stationary physical entities, including their
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Goal Reasoning
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Goal Reasoning
‣ Higher level monitoring wrt objectives, criteria and constraints
‣ Goal Driven Autonomy: global mission assessment

• Discrepancy detector
• Explanation generator
• Goal generator to address new conditions
• Goal manager
-

Decision theory: tradeoff between conflicting goals

-

Explicit choice

‣ Found in large systems, e.g., CPEF, DS1
Function often embedded in acting/monitoring/planning
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Reinforcement Learning of sensory motor functions

[MPI Bio-Cybernetics, Tübingen]

gure 1: This figure illustrates a 2D dart throwing task. The
uation, described by the state s corresponds to the relative
ight. The meta-parameters are the velocity and the angle
which the dart leaves the launcher. The policy parameters
present the backward motion and the movement on the arc.
he meta-parameter function (s), which maps the state to
e meta-parameters, is learned.

rticularly, in grid-world domains, significant speed-up could
achieved by adjusting policies by modifying their metarameters (e.g., re-using options with different subgoals) [9].
robotics, such meta-parameter learning could be particularly
lpful due to the complexity of reinforcement learning for
mplex motor skills with high dimensional states and actions.
he cost of experience is high as sample generation is time
nsuming and often requires human interaction (e.g., in
rt-pole, for placing the pole back on the robots hand) or
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nsuming and often requires human interaction (e.g., in
Figure 4: This figure shows schematic drawings of the Ball-in-a-Cup motion, the final learned robot
rt-pole, for placing the pole back on the robots hand) or

motion as well as a kinesthetic teach-in. The green arrows show the directions of the current move-
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[MPI Bio-Cybernetics, Tübingen]
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Helicopter Aerobatics Apprenticeship Learning

[U. Stanford]
40

Aerobatics Apprenticeship Learning
Simple linear rigid dynamic models of helicopter
‣ Learn dynamic models, one for each type of maneuver

• Regression from teacher’s demonstrations
• Improvement by reinforcement learning in autonomous flight
‣ Learn reference trajectories, one for each aerobatic figure

• Expectation-Maximization on teacher’s demonstrations
• Temporal alignment and optimization
‣ Learn controllers, one for each aerobatic figure

• Differential dynamic programming continuous MDPs solved by
iterative approximation of receding horizon LQR problems
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Figure 1.6: Proposed relationship of Functional and Decision Layers.
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ge arrows in Figure 1.7.
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cribed is typical of systems where the procedural components of the executive are seplarative components of planning and scheduling. As will be shown later in Chapter 6,
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that the boundary between planning and execution exist at a specific point in time —
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Navigator
uling can occur very near to the present, while executive-style procedural decomposition
d into distant planning. Therefore, the plan freeze boundary in Figure 1.7 is not required
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points

hardware sensors and actuators

geometric
trajectory

proxi segs

segloc
POM

sentences

NHP

zone

viam
speech
recognition

manipulation

base motion

pilo

wrist
efforts

fingers
efforts

speed
references

sick laser

jloco

xarm
(jerk cntrl)
speed
references

force

fingers

qarm
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Integration
‣ Organizational principle: actor as a hierarchy of agents
abstract model
planner

visual display

agent

physical model
simulator
verifier

tasks

editor

agent
planner
web queries

tasks

web services

agent

status
reports

status
reports

status
reports

tasks

scheduler
database
planner

agent

skills
sensors

tasks

actuators
agent

tasks
status
reports

status
reports

skills
image analysis

sensors
actuators

agent
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Outline
✓Motivations
✓Deliberation functions

• Planning
• Refining
• Monitoring
• Perceiving
• Goal reasoning
• Learning
• Integration

‣ Research Challenges

• Representation
• Model acquisition &
Verification

• Synthesis & Refinement
• Monitoring and Goal
reasoning

• Integration
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Representation Challenges
‣ Descriptive models

• Map known representations: PDDLx, ANML, RDDL, K
Where in the actors hierarchy
- Link to monitoring, sensing, control
- Suitability for online plan repair
- Criticality issues
• Link to open domain representations: ontologies/DL,
e.g.,RoboEarth, OMRKF, ORO, RACE
‣ Operational models: procedural, automata and graphical
‣ Relationships between descriptive and operational models
‣ Simulation and sampling techniques
-
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Model Acquisition, Learning and Verification
‣ Tools for the specification of descriptive and operational models
‣ Learning to acquire or improve these models
• Reinforcement Learning: hierarchical, relation RL, factored MDP
• Learning from demonstration: teleoperation, external observation
‣ Verification
• Hierarchy of actors: of the consistency of their models
• Heterogeneity of representations
• Program verification techniques
• Model checking
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Synthesis and refinement
‣ Online plan synthesis, extension and repair, while acting
‣ Online skill selection and adaptation
‣ Integrate temporal dimensions:

• Time in reasoning about a peculiar resource
• Time as a computational resource for reasoning
• Real-time constraints on acting and deliberation
‣ Planning with sensing and information gathering actions
‣ Integrate risk and criticality considerations to plan horizon and
optimization issues
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Monitoring and goal reasoning
‣ Derive monitoring conditions from descriptive and operational
models
‣ Focus of attention mechanism and link to perceiving for acquiring
information needed for monitoring
‣ Model-based diagnosis for the robot-environment interactions
‣ Recovery actions and link to criticality analysis issues
‣ Qualify current goals with respect of longer term objectives and
motivations, express reservations and conditions to be monitored
‣ How to synthesize new goals for current mission
‣ Map monitoring functions to the actor’s hierarchy
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Integration
‣ How to organize actors hierarchy
‣ Static, i.e., mapped to the robot architecture, or dynamic
‣ Actor’s enablers, including executors
‣ Concurrency of actors
‣ Temporal constraints
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Other Deliberation challenges in robotics
‣ Observing the environment semantics
‣ Interacting
‣ Learning
• Models of the robot and the environment
• Categories
• Functions, skills and behaviors
‣ Architecture
• Specification
• Robust adaptation
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Other Deliberation challenges in robotics
‣ Observing the environment semantics
‣ Interacting
‣ Learning
• Models of the robot and the environment
• Categories
• Functions, skills and behaviors
‣ Architecture
• Specification
• Robust adaptation
Actor’s view of deliberation: numerous challenges
Planning is just the tip of the iceberg
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